
Patrick, 
 
As I will not be at TRC on Thursday and Captain is out teaching, I wanted to pass along the following 
thoughts concerning the Preliminary Plans for Wendell Falls Crossing. 
 

- I believe Academy Street is DOT.  If so improvements along it will be subject to their 
requirements and approval. 

- Make sure that CD’s include signage plan 
- Please make sure details are provided for proposed improvements to open space in initial 

submittal of CDs 
- I do know if developer has looked at any other options however the proposed location of usable 

open space does not really serve the larger portion of the proposed development.  It promotes 
users to walk away from center to perimeter as opposed to staying in center or more toward 
other developed areas.  It will also be harder for HOA to monitor when they do not drive by or 
see it on a daily basis. 

- I feel that the location of the Mail Kiosk will lead to traffic congestion.  People will have to drive 
to furthest point to east of main development go into a cul-de-sac get mail and then drive back 
out. Could positioning it in a more convenient location be possible.  With only 2 larger lots on 
east side oif Todd Hill Drive, could it be placed there or elsewhere to prevent people having to 
go down a dead end to get mail and create congestion.  Just a thought for residents convenience 
and traffic safety.  With smaller lots and little open space in core, children will inevitably end up 
in streets and we need to do whatever we can to ensure safety. 
 
 

Let me now if you have question.  Feel free to adjust and or modify and or reword as you see fit. 
 
Thanks 
 
Bill Carter 
Chief of Police 
Town of Wendell  
 


